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About This Game

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE FULL VERSION OF THE GAME?? MULTIPLAYER MODE!!!

Double Head Shark Attack is a FIRST ever multiplayer game in shark simulation genre.

Be an Ocean Predator and Hunt all the humans and underwater species in a massive multiplayer online game.
YOUR task is simple!! Collect the letters under ocean to form a word! BUT the TWIST is you need to eat other multi-players to

collect remaining letters from them! IS IT SO SIMPLE? CHECK OUT YOURSELF!!!

IT”S FUN WITH TELEPORT HERE!! Collect as much coins as you can before time is UP. WATCH OUT in every
24HOURS!!!!

Single Player Mode:

3 Different worlds to unlock with 100+ objectives & Challenging Missions.

BE a Wild Shark, King of the Ocean!!! Hunt or be hunted!!!
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got boring after the 1st couple of levels but i could see some people enjoying it however since i didnt enjoy it i cant recommend
it but overall i didnt see it being a bad game. Incredible fun, expect to die. A lot of the time games will last 10 seconds, don't
worry that is to be expected.

10/10 for price. Got on sale, making it worth it even more.. This game is trash and is not even fun I am gald to refund.. catch
them all and burn them all

good price/good playtime
bit buggy/sometimes really unfair
. I was really excited by this game, but am very disappointed now I have played it. I know my experience with the game is
limited, but as a Wasps fan I, naturally, decided to play as them. Not only is the squad list wrong, the player stats are also poor. I
know I am biased towards my team, but Wade is rated as one out of five stars, Guy Thompson is listed in completely the wrong
position - as a back rather than a forward. Many of the stats seem wrong for a lot of players, in some cases making them better
than they are and in others, much worse. It is as if they have almost selected them at random. The numerous cases of players not
able to play in their positions due to them not being listed to play in them is frustrating to say the least.
During play I keep getting told that subs on the bench cannot come back on the field, even if they haven't been used or that
certain substitutions cannot be made, which is ridiculous. It also seems that discipline has gone right out of the window as in
three games there have been three red cards. Some of the other play seems unrealistic too. Why would a team who is winning at
eighty minutes not kick the ball out? Why would they continue to try and score a try, without the chance of a bonus point and
risk losing a won game? Why do you get non-penalty restarts after full time?
Now my rant is over, I would say that you should only play this game if you don't support rugby, but then, why would you buy
it? I have been waiting for an update to this game for ages and was really looking forward to it. The teams inaccuracies are very
frustrating and the bugs in the game-play like the substitution issues are really annoying. I doubt I will be playing this game for
long, but will give it a shot with a team I don't support, although this is fairly pointless.
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Haven't played it for too long, but from what i can tell, its and OK game.
The negative reviews are coming just from idiots who thought this was Elite: Dangerous. I thought it would of been pretty
obvious its a different game, since you will never see that game on steam for 20 bucks...and don't you think they would put their
highly renouned "Elite" trademark into the game title??
Leaving a positive review to even out the playing field.. I accidentally ran on Crown of Leaves and buy it because it was on sale
and i already knew the works of artists. Now i just end my first playthrough and i am delighted. I like story, charachters and
artstyle. Graphics are beautiful, full of details and music complements the rest. I really recommend this game. I have just
convinced one person :). The game is fairly simple, but I find the art style charming and the gameplay relaxing. The videos on
the store page provide a very accurate explanation of what the gameplay is like. I would say it has a learning curve of about 5-10
minutes. The developer is actively involved on the forums, which is nice to see. I would love to see more additions to the game
in the future, like more options for house and park tiles as well as more game modes with specific goals. My only complaint is
the music - I disabled it after a couple minutes but it is so repetitive that it is currently burned into my brain.. This is a really bad
game, worse than the current reigning "King of Bad VR FPS" - Virtual Warfighter.

Graphics are goofy and cartoon like and completely ripoff Counter Strike (along with the gameplay).

AI Mode: This is just horrible, the AI just kinda hop around\/ run in such a silly way. Then they bump into each other or just sit
in a corner somewhere. There is no challenge to any of this.

You will never feel immersed or excitement because of how amateur and cartoon like everything feels. For example, the reload
is not done by hand, the guns do not shoot completely straight with sight alignment, bad shooting sounds, bad charactor
animations, mediocre graphics, bad gameplay, bad AI, things are not good here...

The project is DOA.. Fun! Not a difficult game by any stretch, but the atmosphere, music, and gameplay were very enjoyable.
Provides several hours' worth of casual gameplay in a darkly-lit, surreal world. The cooperative aspect of the game was well-
done. And the characters are adorable.. I see a lot of hate for these DLC weapons but they do have improved stats than normal
versions of the weapon not by much but still an improvment.

also they are more compact so they give you more space in your inventory plus they look much cooler.

furthermore they come with an aug upgrade. one dlc comes with an ability to turn old weapons or ammo and other items into
crafting parts by dismantling them.

The other dlc includes an aug that slows down the timer of an enemy grenade which is usefull.

Ps: they are still a rip off though, but I don't mind spending money on games I like.. A very fun game, it really gets the heart
racing when the opposition is right behind you all the way to the checkered flag.. This is the Dark Souls of quidditch-based
games.. Cool game made by a cool guy! The dragon level is amazing! Highfive for the Cheesehound rebelcow!
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